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Expo '67 30 years later feature 
 
On Tuesday, August 13, 1963, a dump truck loaded with 25 yards of fill dug from the new Montreal Métro 
tunnels rumbled across the Jacques Cartier Bridge on a singular mission. 
 
It attracted little attention; similar trucks had swarmed the city since Ville Place Marie broke the skyline 
and launched a building boom four years earlier. 
 
But this vehicle -- freshly washed, perhaps -- was about to rendezvous with politicians, cameras and 
history. When it pulled up at the west end of Ile Ste Hélène, none other than Prime Minister Lester 
Pearson climbed inside the truck to pull the lever which dumped its load.  
 
Four frantic years, 25 million tons of fill, and hundreds of thousands of man-hours later, Ile Ste Hélène 
had gained acres of new land, and a brand new island -- Ile Notre Dame -- had emerged like Atlantis in 
reverse from the St. Lawrence River. Topped by a gleaming futuristic city, they waited to welcome millions 
of visitors to Expo '67. 
 
"This is the greatest thing we have ever done as a nation," wrote Peter Newman in the Toronto Star on 
opening day. "The more you see of it, the more you're overwhelmed by a feeling that if this is possible, 
that if this little sub-arctic, self-obsessed country of 20,000,000 people can put on this kind of show, then 
it can do almost anything." 
 
From April 28 to October 27, 50 million people from North America and the world visited the Western 
Hemisphere's first-ever "first category" world's fair. Canada was where it was at. Everyone told us so. 
 
Expo, Montreal and Canada shone from the covers of Time ("the most successful world's fair in history") 
and Life ("the biggest show ever"), the covers of The Illustrated London News and Paris Match and the 
magazines of the U.S.S.R, Japan, India, Spain and Germany -- to name a few. National Geographic's 
president and editor rhapsodized over our country in an issue devoted largely to Expo, Confederation, 
and Canada. And The Economist of London noted, perceptively, that the acclaim Expo garnered "may 
have done more for Canadian's self-confidence than any other recent event." 
 
Heady stuff, indeed, says Robert Fulford, who covered Expo for the Toronto Star and wrote This Was 
Expo a year later. "Everybody said this was the best world's fair ever, and we were glad to believe them." 
 
Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie rubbed elbows with U.S. President Lyndon Johnson. 
 
Robert Kennedy and his family rode the Flume on the innovative midway, La Ronde. 
 
Princess Margaret, Jacqueline Kennedy, Prince Rainier and Princess Grace toured the site. 
 
Even children's favourite Tin-Tin visited (in a special Expo comic book edition.) 
 
"Montreal was magic," says Nick Auf der Maur, who wrote about Expo for the Montreal Gazette. 
"Everybody was there. Every Hollywood star, every notable person in Europe. You had every important 
ballet group, every important opera group. The world really did come." 
 
In that atmosphere, it was hard to believe Expo almost didn‟t happen. 
 
*** 
 
Even as he dumped that first load of dirt, Lester Pearson warned that we all had "cause for concern over 
the magnitude of the tasks that must be accomplished if the fair is to be the success it must be." 
 



A month later, a group of his ministers urged abandoning Expo. A Toronto Star business writer said we 
had no choice but to call the whole thing off. 
 
For many, the fact that we would build an island, almost literally move mountains -- just one of the radical 
concepts of Montreal's forceful mayor Jean Drapeau -- symbolized the absurdity of Expo. This was only 
the third world's fair ever to qualify for "first category" status. The U.S.S.R. had already dropped it like a 
hot potato after beating us out for the right to hold it in the first place. We were crazy. The whole damn 
island was going to sink into the river. 
 
But in the end we overcame the challenges of cooperation among three levels of government, a general 
lack of interest from other countries, and our own self-doubt. 
 
Pierre Dupuy, Canada's ambassador to France and an old-world's-fair-hand took over as Commissioner-
General -- our top salesman. He travelled a quarter million miles, charming leaders at every stop, and 
persuaded 62 countries to take part -- the most ever at a World's Fair.  
 
The construction proceeded apace, thanks largely to the no-nonsense approach of Installations Director 
Colonel Edward Churchill. With an Expo hard-hat clamped over his close-cropped hair, his broad, rugged 
face squinting into the distance, he looked every inch the Army construction chief he'd been when he 
helped Britain's General Montgomery build airfields during World War II.  
 
Under Churchill's command, everything would be ready for opening day. Because anything that wasn't 
wouldn't be there. 
 
Workers recounted tales of his iron hand. Anyone who couldn't keep up with computerized schedules 
would face a battalion of bulldozers with orders to shove the foot-dragging project into the St. Lawrence. 
 
When the design for benches, phone booths and waste cans -- which were to be trendsetting, important 
elements of the site -- took too long to appear, Churchill gave the team an ultimatum: have them in within 
10 days or we'll pick up stock items and drop them on the site. 
 
“I was only convinced it was going to be ready about three days before opening,” says Nick Auf der Maur. 
“Until then the buildings were up, but everything else was a pile of mud. But then the sod went down and 
the trees came in, and I said, 'My god, they're doing it.'” 
 
Habitat -- the famous building-block apartment complex -- wasn't ready. Of course, there was no 
discussion of bulldozing it into the river. Jean Drapeau, displaying the genius that helped drive Expo to 
the world stage, told his staff there would be no announcement admitting any sort of defeat. Do what we 
can, he told them. We'll clean it up before opening day, and we'll say it's part of the exhibition: a display of 
the inner workings of the construction. And so it stood, crane still in position, a few pre-fab units waiting to 
be hoisted into place, as Queen Elizabeth opened the fair. 
 
*** 
 
"World's fairs are really catalysts that accelerate the development of their time," declared Moshe Safdie, 
the Israeli-born Montreal architect, who was 26 when Expo accepted his designs for Habitat.  
 
It certainly seemed that Expo might live up to this ideal. 
 
In the midst of a housing crisis, "space-frame" architecture became the focus. This was a technique of 
creating large structures with less materials at less cost, by spreading the weight over the widest possible 
area and using newer, lightweight building materials like aluminum and plastic. 
 
Perhaps the most famous example is the geodesic dome of architectural eccentric/visionary Buckminster 
Fuller, which housed the American pavilion, and still stands today. 
 



With their sweeping lines of glass and metal and plastic and wood, the architecture -- even the streetlights 
and phone booths and trash cans -- competed for attention with the authentic sculptures. 
 
Habitat's accidental effect of showing the unfinished along with the finished fit right in at a place where 
education was entertainment, and entertainment was a "happening". 
 
Educational displays broke out of the standard felt-rope and glassed enclosures. You walked right into 
them. You touched them. You talked to them. While a computer that recited your birthday in an electronic 
voice (after you typed it in) might seem quaint today, it promised an educational revolution then. 
 
Then there were the films. Multi-screen displays, where you could be watching a dozen complementary 
and disparate images at once, were so much the norm, Robert Fulford suggested we might soon be 
calling conventional theatre screens "monovision". 
 
The Czech pavilion -- one of Expo's most popular -- presented a film which allowed audiences to vote on 
the actions of the characters at nine places during the film. (Years later, Auf der Maur recalls seeing the 
same technique hailed as groundbreaking in New York.) 
 
At the Telephone Industries' presentation of Canada '67, Disney's Circle-Vision technique surrounded 
audiences with nine screens, putting them right in the middle of the action. As the cameras (and the 
audience with them) swooped over the Rockies and Niagara Falls, some of the six million visitors fainted. 
 
Ontario's A Place To Stand used a standard screen, but presented different-shaped "screens within the 
screen", hundreds of images of the province cut to the tune of that infectious bubblegum classic ("a place 
to stand, a place to grow, Ontari-ari-ari-o".)  
 
"They were experimenting with sound and image in a way which I don't think has happened since, even 
with all the new technology," says John Houghton, who worked at Classic's bookstore at Expo, and later 
made two movies for pavilions at the extended run of Man and His World. "There was this whole idea of 
breaking barriers, not following the norm, creating a kind of symphonic effect, both visually and sonically." 
 
To many Canadians, Expo was the future invented. And best of all, it was being invented here, on a stage 
we'd built. Our artists and designers and architects were front and centre. 
 
At the same time, the world came to us, opening our eyes and "diluting our parochialism", says Auf der 
Maur. 
 
As we celebrated our hundredth birthday, we truly seemed to be coming of age. 
 
Remarkably, in the midst of seperatist fervor, even politics stayed out of it. After the FLQ bombs of a few 
years before, the laughter and accolades drowned out the calls to arms. "By some sort of mysterious 
social consensus, it was decided to put all that aside during Expo „67," says Auf der Maur. "It was kind of 
like an unstated truce." 
 
"During that one magical summer no bombs went off; nothing ugly was said in public," writes Robert 
Fulford today. "It was a triumph for Quebec and for Montreal." 
 
In those heady days before the October crisis refueled our national anxiety, even French President 
Charles de Gaulle's "Vive le Québec libre" speech couldn't dampen the country's enthusiasm. 
 
We'd actually done it. And we deserved to bask in the glow of it all for this one happy season. 
 
SIDEBAR: Expo -- 30 years later 
 
Montreal kept the Expo site open for a few years, continuing to call it Man and His World, and adapting 
existing pavilions to new uses. New themes were explored. New works were commissioned. But over 



time, the city lost its commitment to this ambitious undertaking. Many pavilions stood vacant and fell into 
disrepair, providing great locations for producers of science fiction films. In 1992, for Montreal's 350th 
birthday, the federal government tore down the Man the Explorer and other pavilions at the Western end 
of Ile Ste Hélène, and landscaped a beautiful park. 
 
But some pavilions survive, and the two islands continue to draw visitors to a place where you can still 
sense the summer of '67. 
 
On Ile Ste Hélène, The American Pavilion's geodesic dome now houses La Biosphère, an interactive 
museum and environmental observation centre focussing on the St. Lawrence/Great Lakes ecosystem. 
Visitors learn through Expo-like techniques: interactive computers, giant scale models and multimedia 
presentations on five circular, mobile screens. 
 
La Ronde, the midway, still attracts visitors to Quebec's largest amusement park. The Benson and 
Hedges International, the world's largest fireworks competition, brightens the sky here every summer. 
 
"Man", a 67-foot sculpture by Alexander Calder, and one of 35 works commissioned from Canadian 
sculptors, remains as a permanent monument to Expo. 
 
On the new Island, Notre Dame, the French and Quebec pavilions have seen fairly steady use for artistic 
and cultural exhibitions during the last 30 years. In 1980, the Quebec government invested $800,000 to 
refurbish the Quebec pavilion. And in recent years these two pavilions have become the Island's biggest 
attraction, the Montreal Casino. 
 
The "European-style" casino distinguishes itself from many of the cavernous gaming halls cropping up 
everywhere, with a dress code (no jeans or sweats, among other things), the only 5-star casino restaurant 
in North America, and windows -- hundreds of them. 
 
From here, every summer, you can watch the Formula I cars of the Montreal Grand Prix burning up the 
Gilles Villeneuve track. 
 
And Habitat is still there. What began as a dream of low-cost housing for all is now home to people who 
can afford the upscale price, but it remains an attraction, still written up and studied as breakthrough 
architecture. 
 
Les Jardins des Floralies, begun in 1980 during the Floralies Internationales, features 8,000 rose bushes, 
100,000 annuals, and trees and shrubs of every description. 
 
Even winter gets warmed up, as Montreal's winter carnival takes over the Island. 
 
SIDEBAR: Terre des Hommes - Man and His World 
 
Associate Defense Minister Pierre Sevigny remembers suggesting Expo's theme. Terre des Hommes 
was the title of a book by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, the French writer and pilot who wrote "The Little 
Prince". "To be a man," he wrote, "is to feel that one's own stone contributes to the edifice of the world." 
 
Loosely translated as "Man and his World", the phrase spawned sub-themes, which became pavilions of 
their own: Man the Explorer, Man the Creator, Man the Producer, Man in the Community, Man the 
Provider, Man and his Health, and various sub-sub themes. 
 


